
 
 

Date 2023.08.03. Time 12:00 

Subject Bulletin No. 1 Doc. nr.: 1.1 

From: Organizer Page: 3 

To: All FIM Moto and Quad Competitors Attachment 4 
 
Programme: 
Registration for entering Service Park:    Monster Tent @ Sport Hall.   
        (Várpalota, Fehérvári Rd 9.) 

Admin check :       Thury Castle 
Scrutineering – sealing & marking of components: White Tent @ Sport Hall.  
Final Check location:      White Tent @ Sport Hall.  
 
Further Information: 

- In the Sports Hall (Fehervari Rd 9, Varpalota) participants are allowed to use the bathrooms 

between 07:00 and 21:30 from 3rd August to 6th August 2023. Toilets are for EUR1/HUF400, 

while showers are for EUR2/HUF800 per occasion. 

- Start and Finish Ceremonies are to be held at the renovated, beautiful main square in 

Varpalota. Sliding, making doughnuts or tire burning is STRICTLY PROHIBITED on the 

ornamental cover in front of Castle Thury! In case of infringement of such rule will be 

reported to the Jury. 

1.7. Locations of Notice  Board: 

No physical notice board is used at the Race Office. Only the platforms mentioned at the 
Supplementary regulation will show the results, bulletins and communications. 

 

7. Fuel 

In the road sections you can only refuel at the petrol stations marked in the Roadbook with “FUEL 

STATION”.   

Quality of the fuel available at the commercial fuel stations marked in the roadbook are: 95, 100, D, 

D+. 

The SHELL and MOL Petrol station and the washing bay at the Service Park is allowed to be used for 

refueling and washing. Assistance is not permitted during refueling in the petrol stations (it is not a 

service park), only refueling.  

 

8.2  Administrative and Technical check times. 
Please see in attachment Nr.4. 
 
10.3 Road Book Providing 
Issue the RoadBook:  
 2023.08.10. Thursday:  Before the Driver’s Briefing,  
 2023.08.11. Friday:  at the Park Fermé entry, at the end of the stage. 
The roadbook signs are available in attachement Nr.2. 
 
 
 

12. Running of the event. 



 
The location of the Rally tables on the Selective Section will be positioned based on the FMNR’s Cross 

Country Sporting Regulation. This means that no Red Clock sign would be shown at the STOP point. 

No change of the function of the control point. 

 

 

12.3 Starting procedure for the special stages 

On the 11th and 12th of August the special stages are going to be divided into two parts with a 15 

min. neutralization. Here, a refueling zone is going to be established and those are marked in the 

road book and physically at the location as well.  

Countdown to the start of the second part is done by the STELLA” device. (please see Supplementary 

Regulation page 26-28.) 

In these zones, the competitors can refuel with a stopped engine on an environmental mat and from 

their own time. 1 assistant/competitor is permitted in these Zones to support the refueling. Please 

see the location at attachment Nr. 3. Riders can reach and leave the refueling Zone with a small road 

section. Oncoming traffic is possible! Please ride with care and special attention. 

 

After refueling, the competitor must present himself at the end of neutralization control indicated by 

the countdown on his STELLA” device. 

100m before the restart, there will be a yellow sign, the competitors will be able to 

pass this sign only in the last 60 seconds of the time allowed for the neutralization. 

 

Approximately 100m after the yellow start sign, a red start sign will show the starting line for the 

second part, which is the end of the neutralization. Stopping at the red sign is mandatory. 

Any rolling start will be penalized as follows according to FIM rules: 2 minutes for every 30 

Seconds. 

 

Start Intervals: 

Prologue: 1 min/riders;  Stages: First 10 competitors starting in 2 min/rider, the rest of the 

competitors every 1 min. 

 
13. Fixed Penalty 
Riders, who can’t complete a Section for any reason (getting lost, technical problem, etc.) but 
capable of arriving their vehicle to the regrouping, on until the start time of the 1st competitor 
(according to the timetable) the following penalties are applied: 
 

 
 



 
Maximum time allowed may be modified by the Stewards upon the proposal of the clerk of the 
Course in case of non - predictable circumstances (climate, modifications in section distance, etc..)  
 
This penalty is only applicable to crews, who:  
 -Complete at least 50% of the number of the selective sections of the race.   
 -Have started on every Leg. 
If any of the above requirements are not met, the competitor is excluded from the event. 
 
Other Penalties: 
Missing TC:     60 Min. /each. 
Loss of Time Card:    5 Min. 
Not Leaving SS Start after 30 sec:  2 Min. 
False Start:     1 Min. each 
QUAD Overspeeding (130Km/h)  FIM WRRC Reg 80.7.1.4 
 
Speed Control Zones: 
There are several speed control zones along the Special Stages 
Start of the Zone is marked with „DZ” and the finish with „FZ” signs at the location and in the Road 
Book as well. The maximum speed is listed in he Road Book. 
Penalties will be applied based on FIM BWCR Reg. 82.19 
 
The “STELLA” system gives a warning 100 meters before the Zone (DZ) showing in orange the speed 
limit.  
When you enter the “speed zone” the limit is shown in red. There is an acoustic and lighted warning 
if you overspeed the limit.  
30 meters before the end of the speed zone the speed limit in the screen is automatically removed 
and blank. The system controls the overspeeding on-line. 
 
 
Attachment 1: Advertisement  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Attachment 2:Road Book Signs 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Attachment 3: Refueling Zone 
 

Refueling Zone on 2023.08.11.-12. 

N47 09.033' E17 56.802' 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
Attachment 4: Administrative and Technical check times: 
 
 

 

 

 


